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(J. Principe), jbaiges@cimne.upc.edu (J. Baiges).In this paper, we introduce a way to approximate the subscales on the boundaries of the elements in a
variational two-scale finite element approximation to flow problems. The key idea is that the subscales
on the element boundaries must be such that the transmission conditions for the unknown, split as its
finite element contribution and the subscale, hold. In particular, we consider the scalar convection–dif-
fusion–reaction equation, the Stokes problem and Darcy’s problem. For these problems the transmission
conditions are the continuity of the unknown and its fluxes through element boundaries. The former is
automatically achieved by introducing a single valued subscale on the boundaries (for the conforming
approximations we consider), whereas the latter provides the effective condition for approximating these
values. The final result is that the subscale on the interelement boundaries must be proportional to the
jump of the flux of the finite element component and the average of the subscale calculated in the ele-
ment interiors.
 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The variational multiscale (VMS) framework to approximate
boundary value problems starts with the variational formulation
of the problem. In particular, in the two-scale version we consider,
it consists in splitting the unknown and the test function into a
component in a discrete approximating space and another compo-
nent in its complement, for which an approximation needs to be
proposed. This component is called subgrid scale or, simply, sub-
scale. This idea was proposed in the finite element context in
[16,17]. The standard Galerkin method accommodates this frame-
work simply by considering the subscales to be negligible.
The main interest of the VMS framework is to develop stabilized
finite element methods in a broad sense, meaning that it allows to
design discrete variational formulations that do not suffer from the
stability problems of the standard Galerkin method. In particular,
we are interested here in finite element methods for some model
problems arising in fluids mechanics (see [8] for a review of differ-
ent stabilization methods in flow problems).
The VMS concept as described above is quite general. The way
to approximate the subscales is left open. Many questions arise,
such as the space for these subscales, the problem to be solved
to compute them or their behavior in time dependent problems.
In principle, the problem for the subscales is global, that is to say,
defined over all the computational domain. In order to simplifyll rights reserved.
na), principe@cimne.upc.eduit, some sort of localization is necessary, for example by assuming
that the subscales vanish on the interelement boundaries, that is
to say, they are bubble functions (see for example [4,24] for appli-
cation of this concept to flow problems).
The treatment of the subscales on the interelement boundaries
is precisely the subject of this paper. We propose a way to compute
them based on the following ideas:
 We assume the subscales on the element interiors computed,
and thus the localization process mentioned consists in comput-
ing these subscales without accounting for their boundary
values.
 The subscales on the element boundaries are single valued, even
if they are discontinuous in the element interiors. This requires a
hybrid-type formalism to write the exact variational equations
that we develop only in the first problem analyzed.
 The subscales on the element boundaries are computed by
imposing that the correct transmission conditions of the prob-
lem at hand hold. Obviously, these transmission conditions are
problem-dependent.
 The fluxes of the subscales on the interelement boundaries are
approximated using a simple finite-difference scheme. This is
the only approximation we use, apart from those shared with
VMS methods that are required to approximate the subscales
in the element interiors.
A completely different approach to compute subscales on the
interelement boundaries is proposed in [1], where local problems
along these boundaries are set.
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the problem for the subscales in the element interiors, the space
where they belong or their time dependency. Let us only mention
that we approximate them using an approximate Fourier analysis,
that very often we compute them as L2-orthogonal to the finite ele-
ment space [9] and that we consider them time dependent in tran-
sient problems [10,12]. In order to skip as much as possible this
discussion, we will present our formulation without using the ex-
plicit expression for the subscales in the element interiors. This ap-
proach is, as far as we know, original, and we use it mainly to focus
the attention in the expression of the subscales on the interele-
ment boundaries.
The particular transmission conditions between interelement
boundaries, that serve us to compute the subscales on these
boundaries, are problem dependent. This is why we will treat dif-
ferent problems arising in fluid mechanics, all of them linear and
stationary. The first is the convection–diffusion–reaction (CDR)
equation considered in Section 2. We show that the subscale on
the element boundaries is proportional to the jump of the flux with
a negative sign, and also to the average of the subscales computed
in the element interiors adjacent to an edge and extended to this
edge. In the following, ‘‘edge” will be used also in 3D problems,
in this case meaning a face. The sign of the subscales on the edges
subtracts stability to the problem. However, we show that it is pos-
sible to control the new terms added. Neither for this problem nor
for the other two discussed in the paper we analyze convergence,
since it depends on the particular expression of the subscale on
the element interiors. Nevertheless, we provide stability results
for all the problems treated.
There is no apparent gain in considering the subscales on the
element edges for the CDR equation the way we do. However,
the situation is different for the Stokes problem written in veloc-
ity–pressure form analyzed in Section 3. We show that the sub-
scales on the edges in this case introduce two terms, one that
depends on the velocity gradients and that needs to be controlled
with the viscous term and another one that provides pressure stabil-
ity. This term is a least-squares form of the jump of the pressure
across the edges, and therefore acts only when discontinuous pres-
sure interpolations are used (note that it is not related to the jump
stabilization technique proposed for example in [7,6]). The term
we add is similar to the one already introduced in [18], which
has the local variant proposed and analyzed in [25,20] for the
Q1=P0 (bilinear-constant) and P1=P0 (linear-constant) velocity-
pressure pairs.
Section 4 describes the application of our ideas to Darcy’s prob-
lem. We propose a stabilized formulation that includes, with minor
modifications, the methods proposed for example in [21] (and ex-
tended in [22]) and in [19]. As in the previous cases, we provide a
stability result. In this case, the bilinear form associated to the
problem is not coercive, but only an inf–sup condition can be
proved.
Let us mention that the ideas presented here can be applied to
other problems. In particular, in [11] a method to compute the sub-
scales on the element boundaries for the stress–velocity–pressure
formulation of the Stokes problem is proposed and fully analyzed.
In this case, subscales on the boundaries are essential to deal with
discontinuous pressure and stress interpolations.
The main contributions of our approach can be summarized as
follows:
 To provide a consistent VMS justification to some stabilizing
terms introduced in previous works to deal with discontinuous
pressures.
 To propose a symmetric stabilized problem for the Stokes and
the Darcy equations (if subscales in the element interiors can
be considered negligible compared to the jump of the stresses,see Remark 5). The sign of the symmetric operator, which sub-
tracts stability from the Galerkin terms, is crucial to achieve this
symmetry. The situation is similar to what happens when minus
the adjoint of the differential operator applied to the test func-
tions is used instead of the original differential operator in the
stabilizing terms. This suggestion was first introduced in [14]
and turns out to be completely natural in the VMS framework.
Also in this case, the diffusive term subtracts stability in the case
of the CDR equation.
 Even though we do not exploit this point in this paper, our
approach suggests how to stabilize Neumann boundary condi-
tions, essential for example in some fluid–structure interaction
problems (see Remark 6).
Some numerical examples are presented in Section 5. Since the
stabilizing effect of the boundary terms introduced for the different
problems is well known, we simply check what is particular of our
approach, namely, the terms that may deteriorate stability. We
show that this is not the case in two cases, namely, a convec-
tion–diffusion example and two Stokes problems. As the stability
analysis dictates, these terms can be controlled by the rest of the
terms appearing in the stabilized formulation. Moreover, in the
Stokes problem case, some discontinuous pressure interpolations
unstable using the Galerkin method, such as the P1=P0 pair (see
Section 5) can be used.
Finally, some conclusions close the paper in Section 6.2. Convection–diffusion–reaction equation
2.1. Problem statement
Let us consider the boundary value problem:
Lu :¼ kDuþ a  ruþ su ¼ f in X; ð1Þ
u ¼ 0 on @X; ð2Þ
where X  Rd is a bounded domain, with d ¼ 2;3, u : X! R is the
unknown, k is the diffusion coefficient, s the reaction coefficient, a
the advection velocity and f the given source term. For simplicity,
we assume k > 0, sP 0 and the advection velocity a all constants.
Let V ¼ H10ðXÞ and assume f 2 H1ðXÞ. The variational form of
the problem consists of finding u 2 V such that
Bðu;vÞ :¼ kðru;rvÞþ ða  ru;vÞ þ sðu;vÞ ¼ hf ;vi ¼: LðvÞ 8v 2 V :
ð3Þ
Here and below, ð; Þ denotes the L2 product in X. In general, the
integral of two function g1 and g2 over a domain x will be denoted
by hg1; g2ix and the norm in a function space X by k  kX , with the
simplifications k  kL2ðXÞ  k  k and h; iX  h; i. This symbol will also
be used for the duality pairing.
2.2. Six and four field formulations
As mentioned earlier, we consider that the subscales on the ele-
ment boundaries are single valued, even if they are discontinuous
in the element interiors. To give a variational foundation to the
approximation presented in the next subsection, let us consider a
hybrid-type approach, starting with a particular six field formula-
tion of the problem. For simplicity, let us assume that X ¼ X1 [X2,
with C ¼ oX1 \ oX2. Consider a decomposition of V ¼ H10ðXÞ of the
form V ¼ V  V 0, and let u ¼ uþ u0 be the corresponding decompo-
sition of the unknown. Let us state a variational formulation of the
problem taking as unknowns u, u0, their traces on C, denoted by c
and c0, respectively, and their fluxes, denoted by k and k0, respec-
tively. The space of traces T ¼ H1=200 ðCÞ and the space of fluxes
F ¼ ðH1=200 ðCÞÞ0 (the dual of T) are also assumed to be split as
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used to denote the dual of a space.
If we denote with a subscript i the restriction of u, u0, k, k0, B and
L to subdomain i (i ¼ 1;2), the problem for the six fields u, u0, c, c0, k
and k0 can be written as
B1ðu1; v1Þ þ B1ðu01; v1Þ  hk1 þ k01; v1iC ¼ L1ðv1Þ 8v1; ð4Þ
B1ðu1;v 01Þ þ B1ðu01;v 01Þ  hk1 þ k01;v 01iC ¼ L1ðv 01Þ 8v 01; ð5Þ
B2ðu2; v2Þ þ B2ðu02; v2Þ  hk2 þ k02; v2iC ¼ L2ðv2Þ 8v2; ð6Þ
B2ðu2;v 02Þ þ B2ðu02;v 02Þ  hk2 þ k02;v 02iC ¼ L2ðv 02Þ 8v 02; ð7Þ
hl1; cþ c0  u1  u01iC ¼ 0 8l1; ð8Þ
hl01; cþ c0  u1  u01iC ¼ 0 8l01; ð9Þ
hl2; cþ c0  u2  u02iC ¼ 0 8l2; ð10Þ
hl02; cþ c0  u2  u02iC ¼ 0 8l02; ð11Þ
hj; k1 þ k01 þ k2 þ k02iC ¼ 0 8j; ð12Þ
hj0; k1 þ k01 þ k2 þ k02iC ¼ 0 8j0: ð13Þ
In these equations, ki ¼ ki þ k0i 2 F are the fluxes computed from the
side of Xi and li ¼ li þ l0i 2 F the corresponding test functions
(i ¼ 1;2). The test function for the trace of the unknown
c ¼ cþ c0 2 T is denoted by j ¼ jþ j0 2 T . The boundary terms in
(4)–(7) correspond to the weak imposition of fluxes on C, Eqs.
(8)–(11) to the weak continuity of ui ¼ ui þ u0i on C (i ¼ 1;2) and
Eqs. (12) and (13) to the weak continuity of fluxes on C.
The previous formulation can be considered a straightforward
extension of the classical three field formulation for u, c and k, ob-
tained by a splitting of the spaces where these unknowns belong
(see [23] for a three field formulation of the convection–diffusion
equation). Our particular formulation is obtained by imposing
the fluxes of u to be ki ¼ ni  ðkrui þ auiÞjC, where ni is the normal
to C from Xi, and c ¼ uijC (i ¼ 1;2). In other words, we prescribe the
fluxes and the continuity of u as in the one field variational formula-
tion (3), but treat u0, c0 and k0 as in the standard three field formula-
tion. This approach in particular implies that the test functions li
must be of the form li ¼ ni  ðkrv i þ av iÞjC, for v i 2 Vi, and
j ¼ v jC, with v 2 V . Therefore, the previous problem reads
B1ðu1; v1Þ þ B1ðu01; v1Þ  hn1  ðkru1 þ au1Þ þ k01; v1iC ¼ L1ðv1Þ
8v1; ð14Þ
B1ðu1;v 01Þ þ B1ðu01;v 01Þ  hn1  ðkru1 þ au1Þ þ k01; v 01iC ¼ L1ðv 01Þ
8v 01; ð15Þ
B2ðu2; v2Þ þ B2ðu02; v2Þ  hn2  ðkru2 þ au2Þ þ k02; v2iC ¼ L2ðv2Þ
8v2; ð16Þ
B2ðu2;v 02Þ þ B2ðu02;v 02Þ  hn2  ðkru2 þ au2Þ þ k02; v 02iC ¼ L2ðv 02Þ
8v 02; ð17Þ
hn1  ðkrv1 þ av1Þ; c0  u01iC ¼ 0 8v1; ð18Þ
hl01; c0  u01iC ¼ 0 8l01; ð19Þ
hn2  ðkrv2 þ av2Þ; c0  u02iC ¼ 0 8v2; ð20Þ
hl02; c0  u02iC ¼ 0 8l02; ð21Þ
hj;n1  ðkru1 þ au1Þ þ n2  ðkru2 þ au2Þ þ k01 þ k02iC ¼ 0 8j; ð22Þ
hj0;n1  ðkru1 þ au1Þ þ n2  ðkru2 þ au2Þ þ k01 þ k02iC ¼ 0 8j0:
ð23Þ
Adding up (14) and (16) and using (22) yields the original varia-
tional equation projected onto V , that is to say
Bðu; vÞ þ Bðu0; vÞ ¼ LðvÞ 8v :
It is understood that Bðu0; vÞ ¼ B1ðu01; v1Þ þ B2ðu02; v2Þ. Integrating
these terms by parts and using (18) and (20) we get
Bðu; vÞ þ
X2
i¼1
hu0;LviXi þ
X2
i¼1
hc0;ni  ðkrv i þ av iÞiC ¼ LðvÞ; ð24Þ
where
Lv :¼ kDv  a  rv þ svis the formal adjoint of L. Adding up (15) and (17) and integrating
the first terms by parts we getX2
i¼1
ðBiðu;v 0Þ þ Biðu0; v 0Þ  hni  ðkrui þ auiÞ þ k0i;v 0iiCÞ
¼
X2
i¼1
ðhLu;v 0iXi þ Biðu0;v 0Þ  hk
0
i;v
0
iiCÞ ¼
X2
i¼1
Liðv 0Þ: ð25Þ
It is understood in this equation that ðÞjXi ¼ ðÞi. The final problem
can be written as (24), (25), (23) and the addition of (19) and
(21), that is to say
Bðu; vÞ þ
X2
i¼1
hu0;LviXi þ
X2
i¼1
hc0;ni  ðkrv i þ av iÞiC ¼ LðvÞ 8v ;
ð26ÞX2
i¼1
hLu;v 0iXi þ Bðu0;v 0Þ 
X2
i¼1
hk0i;v 0iiC ¼ Lðv 0Þ 8v 0; ð27Þ
X2
i¼1
hj0;ni  ðkrui þ auiÞ þ k0iiC ¼ 0 8j0; ð28Þ
X2
i¼1
hl0i; c0  u0iiC ¼ 0 8l01;l02: ð29Þ
This is the four field formulation we were looking for. Its importance
relies on the fact that it is the theoretical framework to develop approx-
imations in which u is split into a contribution which is continuous on C
and another one which is discontinuous. Obviously, this formulation is
symmetric for symmetric problems (in our case, if a ¼ 0).
2.3. Finite element approximation
Let Th :¼ fKg be a finite element partition of the domain X of
size h, and Vh  V a finite element space where an approximate
solution uh 2 Vh is sought. We assume that this space is made of
continuous functions. To simplify the analysis, we will assume that
the family of finite element partitions F ¼ fThgh>0 is quasi-uni-
form, so that all the element sizes are bounded above and below
by constants multiplied by h. We will also use the abbreviations
k  kL2ðKÞ  k  kK and k  kL2ðoKÞ  k  koK .
Consider the previous setting with V ¼ Vh, and therefore
V ¼ Vh  V 0, with V 0 to be defined, and u ¼ uh þ u0, v ¼ vh þ v 0. In
order to focus our attention to the expression for the subscales
on the interelement boundaries, we will not specify the choice
for V 0, which depends on the particular VMS approximation used.
As before, let also c0 be the trace of u0 on the interelement
boundaries and k0 the flux, being the corresponding spaces T 0 and
F 0, and the corresponding test functions j0 2 T 0 and l0 2 F 0. Accord-
ing to the four field formulation presented in the previous subsec-
tion, now considering X split into the element domains of the finite
element partition, the variational problem (3) is exactly equivalent
to find uh 2 Vh, u0 2 V 0, c0 2 T 0 and k0 2 F 0 such that
Bðuh;vhÞþ
X
K
hu0;LvhiK þ
X
K
hc0;konvhioK ¼ LðvhÞ 8vh 2 Vh; ð30ÞX
K
hLuh;v 0iK þBðu0;v 0Þ
X
K
hk0;v 0ioK ¼ Lðv 0Þ 8v 0 2 V 0; ð31ÞX
K
hj0;konuhþ k0ioK ¼ 0 8j0 2 T 0; ð32ÞX
K
hl0;c0 u0ioK ¼ 0 8l0 2 F 0: ð33Þ
Note that the jumps of the convective fluxes are zero because of the
continuity assumed for the finite element functions.
The approximation process consists of different ingredients, all
aiming at giving a closed problem for uh alone. For that we will pro-
pose heuristic approximations for c0 and k0 and then we will per-
form a stability analysis to check that the resulting formulation
R. Codina et al. / Comput. Methods Appl.is stable. Let us insist that, up to this point, problem (30)–(33) is
exact. Furthermore, for uh ¼ 0 it could be used as the variational
framework to develop discontinuous Galerkin approximations
(see Remark 2 below).
2.4. Subscales on the element boundaries
Let us consider for simplicity the 2D case and the situation de-
picted in Fig. 1, where two elements K1 and K2 share an edge E (re-
call that E stands for ‘‘edge” in 2D or face in 3D). Unless otherwise
indicated (see Remark 1 below), all the edges are considered inte-
rior, that is to say, the element boundaries on oX are excluded.
Let u0i be the subscale approximated in the interior of element
Ki, i ¼ 1;2. We assume that this approximation is valid up to a dis-
tance d to the element boundary. This distance will be taken of the
form d ¼ d0h, with 0 6 d0 6 1=2.
Approximation of k0.
The values of k0 on oK are weak approximations to the fluxes of
u0. Given the trace c0 of this unknown, we delete (33) and propose
the following closed form expression for k0:
k0oKi\E 	 k
c0E  u0i
d
; i ¼ 1;2; ð34Þ
where now u0i has to be understood as the subscale computed in the
element interiors and evaluated at edge E. We want to remark that,
apart from the assumptions inherent to the VMS framework and the
imposition of the transmission conditions (see below), this is the
only approximation we really require to compute the subscales on
the interelement boundaries. Obviously, other finite-difference-like
approximations to the fluxes of the subscales could be adopted.
Approximation of c0.
Eq. (32) states the weak continuity of the total fluxes on the ele-
ment boundaries. The idea now is to replace this equation by an
explicit prescription of this continuity. If sngtE :¼
n1gjoK1\E þ n2gjoK2\E denotes the jump of a scalar function g across
edge E and songtE ¼ n1  rgjoK1\E þ n2  rgjoK2\E the jump of the
normal derivative, the continuity of the total fluxes can be imposed
as follows:
0 ¼ skonutE ¼ skonuhtE þ k0oK1\E þ k
0
oK2\E
	 skonuhtE þ k
c0E  u01
d
þ k c
0
E  u02
d
: ð35Þ
From this expression, and for k constant, we obtain the approxima-
tion we were looking forFigc0E 	 fu0gE 
d
2
sonuhtE; ð36Þ. 1. Notation for the approximation of the subscales on the element boundaries.where fu0gE :¼ 12 ðu01 þ u02Þ is the average of the subscales computed
in the element interiors evaluated at edge E. From (36) it is observed
that d0 will play the role of an algorithmic parameter for which, fol-
lowing our approach, we have a geometrical interpretation.
From now onwards we will use the symbol ¼ instead of 	,
understanding that in some places we perform approximation
(34) that has led us to (36).
Remark 1. (Neumann boundary conditions). Suppose that
FK ¼ oK \ oX and that instead of the Dirichlet condition (2) the
Neumann condition konu ¼ q is prescribed. In this case, (35)
should be replaced by
q ¼ konuhjFK  k
c0FK  u0K
d
;
so that the contribution to L in (3) that would appear due to the
Neumann condition would be modified by the approximation to
the subscale on the boundary, and there would be also a contribu-
tion to the bilinear form B. We will come back to this point in the
case of the Stokes problem, where this fact has more important
consequences.
Problem for uh and u0.
From (36) we obtain the following approximation for the fluxes
of the subscales:
k0oKi\E ¼
k
d
ðfu0gE  u0iÞ 
k
2
sonuhtE
¼  k
2d
ni  snu0toKi\E 
k
2
sonuhtE; i ¼ 1;2: ð37Þ
Once k0 and c0 are approximated, the problem we are left with reads
as follows: find uh 2 Vh and u0 2 V 0 such that
Bðuh; vhÞ þ
X
K
hu0;LvhiK 
kd
2
X
E
hsonuht; sonvhtiE
þ
X
E
hfu0g; ksonvhtiE ¼ LðvhÞ; ð38Þ
Bðu0; v 0Þ þ
X
K
hLuh;v 0iK þ
k
2d
X
E
hsnu0t; snv 0tiE
þ
X
E
hksonuht; fv 0giE ¼ Lðv 0Þ; ð39Þ
for all vh 2 Vh and v 0 2 V 0.
Remark 2. Observe that this system of variational equations can
be understood as a general framework to approximate unknowns
with a continuous part (uh) and an approximated discontinuous part
(u0). Furthermore, if the continuous part is zero, we are left with
(39) with uh ¼ 0, which corresponds to the classical Galerkin method
enforcing continuity across interelement boundaries through Nitsche’s
method, although with approximation (37) for the fluxes, so that
the classical terms involving onu0 and onv 0 are missing (see [2,15]).
For piecewise constant approximations these terms would not
appear, and we would obtain a classical piecewise-constant
discontinuous Galerkin approximation.
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Up to now we have replaced variational equations for the fluxes
of the subscales and their traces by approximated closed form
expressions. It can be seen from problem (38) and (39) that the
resulting formulation is symmetric for symmetric problems. How-
ever, now we will use an additional approximation that will make
the problem loose its symmetry, but that will greatly simplify the
implementation of the formulation. This approximation is inherent
to all VMS formulations to yield a closed form expression for the
subscales in the element interiors.
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(31) by parts we get
Bðu0;v 0Þ ¼
X
K
hLu0;v 0iK þ
X
K
hkonu0;v 0ioK :
If instead of using (37) we assume that k0 approximates konu0, the
second term in this last expression cancels with the third one in
the LHS of (31). Therefore, the final problem is: find uh 2 Vh and
u0 2 V 0 such that
Bðuh;vhÞ þ
X
K
hu0;LvhiK þ
X
E
fu0g  d
2
sonuht;ksonvht
 
E
¼ LðvhÞ;
ð40Þ
X
K
hLuh; v 0iK þ
X
K
hLu0; v 0iK ¼ Lðv 0Þ; ð41Þ
for all vh 2 Vh and v 0 2 V 0. The last term in the LHS of (40) is the
main novelty with respect to classical stabilized finite element
methods designed in the variational multiscale framework.
Remark 3. Note that if in (39) v 0 is considered continuous we
obtain (41) with no additional approximation. In other words, if the
subscale is approximated with a Petrov–Galerkin method (leading
to a non-symmetric formulation) in which the space of test
functions is continuous, we recover (41). This is not however the
approach we will adopt.
It only remains to approximate u0 in the element interiors. To
this end, in (41) the approximation
hLu0; v 0iK ¼ s1hu0;v 0iK ; s ¼ C1
k
h2
þ C2 jajh
 1
; ð42Þ
may be adopted, where C1 and C2 are constants. This can be moti-
vated by a Fourier analysis of the problem for the subscales [10].
In particular, it implies that the subscales in the element interiors
are not affected by their boundary values. This simplification makes
the formulation we propose feasible from the implementation
standpoint. Let us stress once again that this approximation is not
original of this work, but common to all VMS methods that compute
locally the subscales in the element interiors.
Once all the approximations are made, the final problem is to
find uh 2 Vh and u0 2 V 0 such that
Bðuh;vhÞ þ
X
K
hu0;LvhiK þ
X
E
fu0g  d
2
sonuht;ksonvht
 
E
¼ LðvhÞ;
ð43Þ
X
K
hLuh; v 0iK þ
X
K
s1hu0;v 0iK ¼ Lðv 0Þ; ð44Þ
for all vh 2 Vh and v 0 2 V 0.
The variational Eq. (44) automatically yields and expression for
the subscales in the element interiors in terms of the finite element
component, provided V 0 is approximated by a space of discontinu-
ous functions. For constant s it implies that
u0 ¼ sPV 0 ðf LuhÞ;
where PV 0 is the projection onto V
0. However, it will be convenient
for the following analysis to keep u0 as unknown of the problem.
Particular cases of projection that fit into the present framework
are the orthogonal subscales stabilization (OSS) proposed in [9]
and the algebraic version of the subgrid-scale stabilization (ASGS)
(see [8,16]), where PV 0 is the identity (at least when applied to
f Luh). The expression of s (42) is in fact not important, except
for a condition on constant C1 indicated later.2.6. Stability analysis
Let us consider the bilinear form of the problem in
ðVh 
 V 0Þ 
 ðVh 
 V 0Þ:
Bexpðuh;u0;vh;v 0Þ :¼Bðuh;vhÞþ
X
K
hu0;LvhiK þ
X
E
hfu0g;ksonvhtiE
 d
2
X
E
hsonuht;ksonvhtiEþ
X
K
hLuh;v 0iK þ
X
K
s1hu0;v 0iK :
Let us prove stability of the problem by showing that Bexp is coercive
in a certain norm. We have that
Bexpðuh; u0; uh; u0Þ
¼ Bðuh; uhÞ þ
X
K
hu0;Luh þLuhiK þ
X
E
hfu0g; ksonuhtiE
 d
2
X
E
kksonuhtk2E þ
X
K
s1ku0k2K P kkruhk2 þ skuhk2

X
K
ku0kKk  2kDuh þ 2suhkK 
X
E
kfu0gkEkksonuhtkE
We assume now that the classical inverse estimates
kDvhk2K 6
Cinv
h2
krvhk2K ; kvhk2L1ðKÞ 6
Cinv
hd
kvhk2K 8vh 2 Vh; ð45Þ
hold true (see [13,5]). In particular, the second, which also holds for
derivatives of finite element functions, implies the trace inequality
kvhk2oK 6 Ctrh1kvhk2K ; ð46Þ
which applied to onvh yields
konvhk2oK 6 Ctrh1krvhk2K :
Using these inverse estimates, we have (see Fig. 1 for the notation):
 d
2
X
E
kksonuhtk2E ¼ 
d
2
X
E
kkonuhjoK1\E þ onuhjoK2\Ek
2
E
P  d
2
X
K
2kkonuhk2oK
P  d0h
2
X
K
2kCtrh
1kruhk2K ¼ d0Ctrkkruhk2:
Let us obtain a working inequality. Let a and b be discontinuous po-
sitive functions defined on the finite element partition. Using the
notation ai :¼ ajoKi\E, for any b > 0 we have thatX
E
ða1 þ a2Þðb1 þ b2Þ 6
X
E
h
2b
ða1 þ a2Þ2 þ
X
E
b
2h
ðb1 þ b2Þ2
6
X
E
h
b
ða21 þ a22Þ þ
X
E
b
h
ðb21 þ b22Þ
6
X
K
h
b
aj2oK þ
X
K
b
h
bj2oK :
Now we make the assumption that the subscales are such that the
inverse estimates also hold for them. Using the previous inequality
we obtain, for any b3 > 0:

X
E
kfu0gkEkksonuhtkE
¼ 
X
E
k
1
2
ku01 þ u02kEkonuhjoK1\E þ onuhjoK2\EkE
P 
X
K
b3
2
Ctr
k
h2
ku0k2K 
X
K
1
2b3
Ctrkkruhk2K :
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Bexpðuh;u0;uh;u0Þ
P kkruhk2 þ skuhk2 
X
K
ku0kK2k
C1=2inv
h
kruhkK

X
K
ku0kK2skuhkK  d0Ctrkkruhk2 
X
E
kfu0gkEkksonuhtkE
þ
X
K
s1ku0k2K P kkruhk2 þ skuhk2

X
K
b1k
Cinv
h2
ku0k2K þ
1
b1
kkruhk2K
 

X
K
b2sku0k2K þ
1
b2
skuhk2K
 

X
K
b3
2
Ctr
k
h2
ku0k2K 
X
K
1
2b3
Ctrkkruhk2K
 d0Ctrkkruhk2 þ
X
K
s1ku0k2K
¼
X
K
1 1
b1
 d0Ctr  Ctr 12b3
 
kkruhk2K
þ
X
K
1 1
b2
 
skuhk2K
þ
X
K
s1  b1k
Cinv
h2
 sb2 
b3
2
Ctr
k
h2
 
ku0k2K ;
where bi are constants, i ¼ 1;2;3. Taking these constants suffi-
ciently large, d0 sufficiently small and C1 in the definition of s large
enough, the following result follows:
Theorem 1. There are constants C1 and d0 in the definition of the
stabilization parameters such that
Bexpðuh;u0;uh;u0ÞP C kkruhk2 þ skuhk2 þ
X
K
s1ku0k2K
 !
: ð47Þ
Remark 4. Let us enumerate the essential ideas and highlight the
original aspects of the analysis presented in this section:
 The driving idea is that the subscales on the boundary are deter-
mined by the transmission condition. In the case of the CDR
equation and using continuous interpolations, this is the conti-
nuity of the diffusive fluxes.
 The essential approximation to make the problem computation-
ally viable is to compute the subscales in the element interiors
without taking into account their values on the boundaries.
 In the stability analysis presented, the subscales have their own
‘‘personality”. They appear explicitly in the stability estimate.
The final stability estimate for the finite element unknown
depends on the way the subscales are approximated (that is to
say, on how V 0 is chosen).
 It is observed that the expression of s in terms of a is not used in
the stability analysis. However, it is required in the convergence
analysis.
 The only thing we have shown is that the terms introduced by
the boundary contribution from the subscales can be controlled,
but there seems to be no gain in considering the subscales on the
boundaries. The stability estimate (47) is the same that would
be obtained without the last term in the LHS of (40) which is,
as it has been said, the main novelty of our proposal.
As stated in the last item, subscales on the boundary do not
improve stability for the CDR equation. This is not so for the Stokes
problem analyzed next.3. Stokes problem
3.1. Problem statement and finite element approximation
In this section, we turn our attention to the Stokes problem,
which consists of finding a velocity u : X! Rd and a pressure
p : X! R such that
 mDuþrp ¼ f in X  Rd;
r  u ¼ 0 in X;
u ¼ 0 on oX:
The purpose is to extend the ideas of the previous section to this
problem. Let now V ¼ H10ðXÞd, Q ¼ L2ðXÞ=R. The variational problem
consists of finding ½u;p 2 V 
 Q such that
Bð½u; p; ½v; qÞ :¼ mðru;rvÞ  ðp;r  vÞ þ ðq;r  uÞ
¼ hf ;vi 8½v ; q 2 V 
 Q :
For the sake of simplicity, we will consider subscales only for the
velocity, not for the pressure. Pressure subscales can be easily intro-
duced (see [10]), but they do not contribute to the present discussion.
It is also possible to derive a general framework as in the previous
section, using the trace of the velocity subscales and their fluxes as
additional variables, leading to a five field formulation, the five fields
being velocity, velocity subscale, trace of velocity subscale, flux of
velocity subscale and pressure. However, wemay directly work with
velocity, velocity subscale and pressure, understanding that the
velocity subscale on the interelement boundaries (and its test func-
tion) will be approximated independently, being single valued on
these boundaries. If Vh 
 Qh  V 
 Q is a conforming finite element
approximation and V 0 is the space for the velocity subscales, the dis-
crete variational problem to be considered is to find ½uh;ph 2 Vh 
 Qh
and u0 2 V 0 such that
Bð½uh;ph; ½vh;qhÞ þ
X
K
hu0;mDvh rqhiK þ
X
K
hu0;monvh þ qhnioK
¼ hf ;vhi;
X
K
hmðonuh þ onu0Þ  phn;v 0ioK þ
X
K
hmDuh þrph;v 0iK
þ
X
K
hmDu0;v 0iK ¼ hf ;v 0i;
which must hold for all ½vh; qh 2 Vh 
 Qh and all v 0 2 V 0. The first
term in the second discrete variational equation must be zero be-
cause of the (weak) continuity of the stress normal to the element
boundaries (recall that v 0 has to be considered single valued when
evaluated at the interelement boundaries).
As for the CDR equation, the approximation
hmDu0;v 0iK ¼ s1hu0;v 0iK ; s1 ¼ C1
m
h2
ð48Þ
is adopted. Likewise, the subscale on the boundary will be approx-
imated by an expression u0E to be determined, so that the problem to
be solved is to find ½uh;ph 2 Vh 
 Qh and u0 2 V 0 such that
Bð½uh;ph; ½vh;qhÞ þ
X
K
hu0;mDvh rqhiK þ
X
K
hu0E;monvh þ qhnioK
¼ hf ;vhi;
ð49Þ
X
K
hmDuh þrph;v 0iK þ
X
K
s1hu0;v 0iK ¼ hf ;v 0i; ð50Þ
which must hold for all ½vh; qh 2 Vh 
 Qh and all v 0 2 V 0. The expres-
sion of s is given in (48), but u0E is required to close the problem.
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The condition to determine the expression of the subscale
velocity on the boundary is that the normal component of the
stress be continuous across interelement boundaries. Using the
same notation as in the previous section, this can be written as
follows:
0 ¼ s pnþ monutE ¼ s phnþ monuhtE þ smonu0tE
¼ s phnþ monuhtE þ
m
d
2u0E  u01  u02
 
;
from where the approximation we propose isu0E ¼ fu0gE 
d
2m
smonuh  phntE; ð51Þ
which is the counterpart of (36) for the Stokes problem. Inserting
(51) into the discrete variational problem (49) and (50) results in
Bð½uh;ph; ½vh; qhÞ þ
X
K
hu0;mDvh rqhiK
þ
X
E
hfu0g; smonvh þ qhntiE

X
E
d
2m
hsmonuh  phnt; smonvh þ qhntiE ¼ hf ;vhi; ð52Þ
X
K
hmDuh þrph;v 0iK þ
X
K
s1hu0;v 0iK ¼ hf ;v 0i; ð53Þ
which must hold for all ½vh; qh 2 Vh 
 Qh and all v 0 2 V 0. This is the
numerical approximation of the Stokes problem we propose and
whose stability is analyzed next.
Remark 5. Note that if the term
P
Ehfu0g; smonvh þ qhntiE is
neglected, the formulation is symmetric. To this end, the sign of
qh in the term hsmonuh  phnt; smonvh þ qhntiE is essential. On the
other hand, it seems reasonable to neglect fu0g if discontinuous
pressures are used because then the source of instability is known
to be related to the lack of control on the pressure jumps. In
particular, for the P1=P0 element used in the examples of Section 5,
u0 ¼ 0 in the element interiors.
Remark 6. (Neumann boundary conditions). Suppose again that
FK ¼ oK \ oX and that the Neumann condition pnþ monu ¼ t is
prescribed. The subscale u0FK should be computed from
t ¼ phnþ monuh þ
m
d
ðu0FK  u0KÞ:
In this case, the terms
X
K
hu0K ; monvh þ qhniFK 
d
m
hmonuh  phn; monvh þ qhniFK
 
;
and
 d
m
X
K
ht; monvh þ qhniFK ;
should be added to the LHS and right-hand-side (RHS) of (52),
respectively. Stability on these boundaries will be enhanced by
the term
P
K
d
m hph; qhiFK . This approach might be important as well
in fluid–structure interaction problems, where one of the problems
(the structure for example) is computed using the normal stresses t
computed in the other domain. It is known that that in some situa-tions staggered coupled algorithms may suffer from the so called
artificial mass effect due to the lack of stability in the imposition
of the Neumann condition.3.3. Stability analysis
As for the CDR equation, it is convenient to define the expanded
bilinear form of problem (52) and (53), including the subscales as
unknowns, which is
Bexpð½uh;ph;u0; ½vh;qh;v 0Þ
¼Bð½uh;ph; ½vh;qhÞþ
X
K
hu0;mDvhrqhiK
þ
X
K
hv 0;mDuhþrphiK þ
X
E
hfu0g;smonvhþqhntiE

X
E
d
2m
hsmonuhphnt;smonvhþqhntiEþ
X
K
s1hu0;v 0iK :
Taking ½vh; qh ¼ ½uh;ph and v 0 ¼ u0 it follows that
Bexpð½uh;ph;u0; ½uh;ph;u0Þ ¼ mkruhk2 þ
X
K
hu0;2mDuhiK
þ
X
E
hfu0g; smonuh þ phntiE

X
E
d
2
mksonuhtk2E þ
X
E
d
2m
ksnphtk2E
þ
X
K
s1ku0k2K :
We may deal with the termsX
K
hu0;2mDuhiK ; 
X
E
d
2
mksonuhtk2E ;
X
E
hfu0g; smonuhtiE;
exactly as for the CDR equation. It only remains the following
bound:X
E
hfu0g; sphntiE P 
X
E
kfu0gkEksphntkE
P 
X
E
bm
2d
kfu0gk2E þ
d
2bm
ksnphtk2E
 
P 
X
K
bm
2d
ku0k2oK 
X
E
d
2bm
ksnphtk2E
P 
X
K
bm
2d0h
2 Ctrku0k
2
K 
X
E
d
2bm
ksnphtk2E ;
which holds for all b > 0. Taking it sufficiently large (b > 1) and pro-
ceeding exactly as for the CDR equation we obtain
Theorem 2. There are constants C1 and d0 in the definition of the
stabilization parameters such that
Bexpð½uh;ph;u0; ½uh;ph;u0Þ
P C mkruhk2 þ
X
E
d
m
ksnphtk2E þ
X
K
s1ku0k2K
 !
:
Remark 7. In the previous estimate, it is important to note that
 Contrary to the CDR equation, now there is a clear gain by
accounting for the subscales on the boundary: we have control
on the pressure jumps over interelement boundaries. This in
particular stabilizes elements with discontinuous pressures.
 Control over ksnphtk2E can be transformed into L2 control over ph.
This can be proved for example using the strategy presented in
[11] and in references therein.
The stability estimate obtained is clearly optimal.
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4.1. Problem statement and finite element approximation
We will consider here the simplest situation of Darcy’s problem
in which the permeability is isotropic and uniform. The problem to
be solved consists in finding a velocity u and a pressure p such that
j1uþrp ¼ 0 in X;
r  u ¼ f in X;
u  n ¼ 0 on oX;
where j is the permeability coefficient. The functional spaces where
the problem can be posed are
V ¼ H0ðdiv;XÞ;Q ¼ L2ðXÞ=R;
for the velocity and the pressure, respectively. In this case, f 2 L2ðXÞ.
The classical variational formulation of the Darcy problem is well
posed in these spaces. However, it is observed from the momentum
equation that in fact the pressure will belong to H1ðXÞ=R.
The weak form of the problem is
ðj1u;vÞ  ðp;r  vÞ ¼ 0;
ðq;r  uÞ ¼ ðq; f Þ;
which must hold for all ½v; q 2 V 
 Q .
As in the previous section, the finite element spaces for velocity
and pressure will be respectively denoted by Vh  V , Qh  Q (con-
forming approximations will be considered). If we consider as be-
fore the scale splitting
u ¼ uh þ u0; uh 2 Vh;u0 2 V 0;
p ¼ ph þ p0; ph 2 Qh;p0 2 Q 0;
with spaces V 0 and Q 0 for the moment undefined, the problem to be
solved becomes
ðj1uh;vhÞ þ ðj1u0;vhÞ  ðph;r  vhÞ  ðp0;r  vhÞ ¼ 0 8vh 2 Vh;
ð54Þ
ðqh;r  uhÞ 
X
K
ðu0;rqhÞK þ
X
K
ðqh;n  u0ÞoK ¼ ðqh; f Þ 8qh 2 Qh;
ð55Þ
together with the equations obtained by testing the differential
equations with the velocity and pressure subscale test functions.
In this case, we need to deal both with a velocity and with a
pressure subscale, which makes the derivation of a closed form
for them more involved than for the problems of Sections 2 and
3. This can be done in a similar way as for the Stokes problem in
[11]. If PV 0 and PQ 0 denote the L
2-projection onto V 0 and Q 0, respec-
tively, the final result is that u0 and p0 can be approximated in the
element interiors by
u ¼ PV 0 ðuh þ jrphÞ;
p0 ¼ spPQ 0 ðf r  uhÞ;
where the stabilization parameter sp is given by
sp ¼ Cp h
2
j
; ð56Þ
Cp being an algorithmic constant. The main idea to obtain this
approximation is to approximate the Darcy operator in the equation
for the subscales by a matrix diagðs1u I; s1p Þ, where I is the d
 d
identity. Using an approximate Fourier analysis it can be shown that
the norm of this matrix is an approximate upper bound to the norm
of the Darcy operator if su ¼ 1 and sp is given by (56) (see [11] for
details about this approach).It is convenient to write the previous approximation in ‘weak’
form as follows:
ðj1u0;v 0Þ þ ðj1uh;v 0Þ þ
X
K
ðrph;v 0Þ ¼ 0 8v 0 2 V 0;
ðq0;r  uhÞ þ
X
K
s1p ðp0; q0Þ ¼ ðq0; f Þ 8q0 2 Q 0:
4.2. Subscales on the element boundaries
The transmission conditions for this problem are different from
those of the Stokes problem of the previous section. First of all, ob-
serve that
 Only the velocity subscale is needed on the boundary of the ele-
ments (see (54) and (55)).
 For each element, this velocity subscale can be computed from
the pressure subscale on the boundary by projecting the
momentum equation.
 Since in fact p 2 H1ðXÞ, p must be such that
snptE ¼ 0; sonptE ¼ 0: ð57Þ
Eq. (57) are the transmission conditions that have to allow us to
compute the subscales on the element boundaries. Since the pres-
sure is allowed to be discontinuous across these interelement
boundaries, the pressure subscale must also be allowed to be dis-
continuous. Let us denote by ph;Ei the pressure finite element func-
tion on an edge E from the side of Ki (see again Fig. 1) and p0Ei the
corresponding subscale. Pressure continuity across E implies
snptE ¼ ðph;E1 þ p0E1 Þn1 þ ðph;E2 þ p0E2 Þn2 ¼ 0;
from where
p0E1  p0E2 ¼ ph;E1 þ ph;E2 ¼ snphtE  n1: ð58Þ
Using an approximation for the derivatives of the subscales similar
to that of the previous sections, continuity of the pressure normal
derivative implies:
0 ¼ sonphtE þ sonp0tE ¼ sonphtE þ
1
d
ðp0E1  p0K1 Þ þ
1
d
ðp0E2  p0K2 Þ;
from where
p0E1 þ p0E2 ¼ p0K1 þ p0K2  dsonphtE: ð59Þ
The solution of system (58) and (59) yieldsp0oK ¼ fp0KgoK 
d
2
sonphtoK 
1
2
snphtoK  n: ð60Þ
Eq. (60) is the expression of the pressure subscale on the element
edges (now discontinuous), obtained from the application of our
ideas to the Darcy problem. However, as mentioned earlier, this
expression is only required to compute the velocity subscales on
the edges, again considering them discontinuous. Projecting the
momentum equation on the element boundaries we have:
n  u0joK ¼ n  uhjoK  jonphjoK  jonp0joK
¼ n  uhjoK  jonphjoK 
j
d
ðp0oK  p0KÞ
¼ n  uhjoK  jonphjoK
 j
d
fp0KgoK 
d
2
sonphtoK 
1
2
snphtoK  n p0K
 	
¼ n  uhjoK  jonphjoK þ
j
2
sonphtoK
þ j
2d
snðph þ p0KÞtoK  n;
846 R. Codina et al. / Comput. Methods Appl. Mech. Engrg. 198 (2009) 838–852fromwherewe obtain the expression for the velocity subscale on oK:n  u0joK ¼ n  uhjoK  jfonphgjoK þ
j
2d
snðph þ p0KÞtoK  n: ð61Þ
Since no velocity derivatives appear in the transmission conditions
for this problem, the velocity subscale on oK turns out to be inde-
pendent from the velocity subscale on K.
Note now that all the terms on the RHS of (61) are vectors
whose normal component is continuous across interelement
boundaries (the first because we assume Vh  V). If w is a vector
defined on E, with continuous normal component, it holds thatX
K
hqh;n wioK ¼
X
E
hsnqht;wiE:
Using this in the finite element approximation for the continuity
equation we obtain the final problem to be solved, which consists
of finding uh 2 Vh, ph 2 Qh, u0 2 V 0 and p0 2 Q 0 such that
ðj1uh;vhÞ þ ðj1u0;vhÞ  ðph;r  vhÞ  ðp0;r  vhÞ ¼ 0 8vh 2 Vh;
ð62Þ
ðqh;r  uhÞ 
X
K
ðu0;rqhÞK 
X
E
hsnqht;uh þ fjonphg 
j
2d
snp0tiE
þ
X
E
j
2d
hsnqht; snphtiE ¼ ðqh; f Þ 8qh 2 Qh;
ð63ÞFig. 2. Elevations for the diffusion dominated problem withoutðj1u0;v 0Þ þ ðj1uh;v 0Þ þ
X
K
ðrph;v 0Þ ¼ 0 8v 0 2 V 0; ð64Þ
ðq0;r  uhÞ þ
X
K
s1p ðp0; q0Þ ¼ ðq0; f Þ 8q0 2 Q 0; ð65Þ
with sp given by (56).
4.3. Stability analysis
The previous problem can be written as
Bexpðuh;ph;u0;p0;vh; qh;v 0; q0Þ ¼ ðqh; f Þ þ ðq0; f Þ;
with the obvious definition for the bilinear form Bexp. The stability
analysis in this case is a bit more delicate than for the CDR equation
and for the Stokes problem. The problem is that Bexp is not coercive,
but satisfies an inf–sup condition in a norm to be introduced in the
following.
We assume that the decomposition Vh  V 0 is L2-stable, in the
sense that for any functions vh 2 Vh and v 0 2 V 0 we have
kvh þ v 0k2 P Cdecðkvhk2 þ kv 0k2Þ; ð66Þ
for a constant Cdec independent of the equation parameters and of
the mesh size. In general, Cdec 6 1 and if V 0 is taken L2-orthogonal
to Vh, Cdec ¼ 1.
Let Uh ¼ ½uh; ph;u0; p0 be the unknown of the problem and
Vh ¼ ½vh;qh;v 0; q0 thecorrespondingvectorof test functions. Let also
jjjUhjjj2 :¼ j1kuhk2 þ
X
E
j
d
ksnphtk2E þ
X
K
j1ku0k2K
þ
X
K
s1p kp0k2K þ
X
K
j1kPVh ðuh þ jrphÞk2K ;(left) and considering (right) u0E . Cut along y ¼ 0 (bottom).
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2-projection onto Vh. However, later on we will
introduce another norm in which stability holds and that clearly
displays the stability enhancement we obtain with respect to the
classical Galerkin method.
Let us start writing
uh þ jrph ¼ PVh ðuh þ jrphÞ þ PV 0 ðuh þ jrphÞ :¼ mh  u0;
which allows us to write
BexpðUh;UhÞ ¼ j1kuh þ u0k2 þ
X
E
j
2d
ksnphtk2E þ
X
K
s1p kp0k2K

X
E
hsnpht;mhiE þ
X
E
hsnpht; fu0giE
þ
X
E
j
2d
hsnpht; snp0tiE: ð67Þ
The objective now is to bound the last three terms in the RHS of this
equality. Let us start with the last one. Using (46) we have that
X
E
j
2d
hsnpht;snp0tiEP
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Using (66), (68) and (69) in (67) we have
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It remains to control the last term. It is responsible for the fact that
the bilinear form Bexp is not coercive, but it only satisfies an inf–sup
condition. By the definition of mh and using (45) we have that
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Fig. 4. Results for the flow in a cavity. Left: P1=P1 interpolation (without u0E). Right: P1=BexpðUh;Uhþ½mh;0;0;0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kmhk2:From this expression we see that if we take bi, i ¼ 1;2;3;4, suffi-
ciently small, then there exists a constant C for which
BexpðUh;Uh þ ½mh;0;0;0ÞP CjjjUhjjj2; ð72Þ
provided the constants d0 and Cp are small enough. On the other
hand, jjj½mh;0;0; 0jjj 6 CjjjUhjjj, from where we obtain the result
we wished to prove:
Theorem 3. There are constants Cp and d0 in the definition of the
stabilization parameters such that for all Uh there exists Vh such that0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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P0 interpolation (with u0E). From top to bottom: streamlines and pressure contours.
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Remark 8. Since u0 ¼ PV 0 ðuh þ jrphÞ and in view of (66) our result
also applies with the norm
jjjUhjjj2 :¼ j1kuhk2 þj
X
K
krphk2K þ
X
E
j
d
ksnphtk2E þ
X
K
s1p kp0k2K ;
which allows us to see that the stability result of Theorem 3 is opti-
mal. Moreover, from the expression of p0 in the element interiors,
usually proportional to the velocity divergence, it is possible to con-
trol kr  uhk which, together with the stability obtained on kuhk,
leads to full control of uh in H0ðdiv;XÞ (see [3] for further details).
5. Numerical examples
In this section, we present the results of some numerical exam-
ples in order to study the performance of the presented method.
We compare the results obtained using the approximation of the
subscales on the interelement boundaries u0E given by (36) (or
(51) in the case of the Stokes problem) with those obtained consid-
ering u0E ¼ 0. A parameter d0 ¼ 0:2 has been adopted for the com-
putation of the terms corresponding to the subscales on the
element boundaries, as it has proved to be suitable for these0 0.2 0.4
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Fig. 5. Results for the flow in a cavity, pressure on a cut along y ¼ 1. Top: P1=P0 elemen
different values of d0, global cut (left) and detail (right).numerical examples, even though for the Stokes problem the effect
of the choice of d0 has also been analyzed.
No results for the Darcy problem have been included, since in
the case of interest, that is to say, for discontinuous pressure inter-
polations, the accuracy heavily relies on the expression of the sub-
scales in the element interiors. A thorough discussion and a full
convergence analysis can be found in [3].
5.1. Convection–diffusion equation
Let us start solving the convection–diffusion equation. We con-
sider a domain X enclosed in a circle of radius R ¼ 1, which we dis-
cretize in a triangular finite element mesh, and we prescribe
u ¼ 0 on oX:
We now study two different cases: in the first one diffusion domi-
nates over convection (k ¼ 0:1, a ¼ ð1;0Þ, s ¼ 0, f ¼ 1 in (1)), while
the second one is convection dominated (k ¼ 1012, a ¼ ð1;0Þ, s ¼ 0,
f ¼ 1 in (1)). In both the diffusion and the convection dominated
cases, no difference between the solution obtained considering u0E
and the one obtained without considering it can be appreciated.
Fig. 2 shows and compares the obtained solution u for the consid-
ered methods in the diffusion dominated case, while Fig. 3 does0.6 0.8 1
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0
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t with d0 ¼ 0:2 compared to the P1=P1 element. Bottom: P1=P0 element results for
Fig. 6. Results for the flow over a cylinder. Left: P1=P1 (without u0E). Right: P1=P0 (with u
0
E). From top to bottom: streamlines and pressure contours.
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no noticeable influence of the value of d0 on the results.
5.2. Stokes problem
In this section, we study the performance of the method pro-
posed for the Stokes problem. As stated in Section 3, considering
the contribution of the subscales in the element boundaries u0E sta-
bilizes elements with discontinuous pressures. In particular it al-
lows the use of P1=P0 (linear-constant) velocity–pressure pairs.
Results using P1=P0 interpolation and considering the contribution
of the subscales on the boundary will be compared with those ob-
tained using P1=P1 (linear–linear) velocity–pressure pairs, in which
no subscales on the boundaries are considered.
5.2.1. Flow in a cavity
In this example, the motion of a fluid enclosed in a square cavity
X ¼ ½0;1 
 ½0;1 is analyzed. The velocity is set to ð1; 0Þ at the top
horizontal wall (y ¼ 1Þ, while it is prescribed to 0 on the other
walls ðy ¼ 0; x ¼ 0 and x ¼ 1Þ. Pressure is fixed to 0 in an arbitrary
point of the domain.
As Fig. 4 shows, little difference can be observed between results
obtained using P1=P1 interpolation and those obtained using P1=P0
and taking into account the contribution of the subscales on the ele-
ment boundaries with d0 ¼ 0:2. The slight differences which can be
observed between both results are due to the fact that a poorer
interpolation space for the pressure is used in the second case.
In order to check the behavior of the solution in terms of d0,
Fig. 5 shows a comparison between the pressure along y ¼ 1 for
d0 ¼ 0:05, 0.2 and 0.5. Note that this last value would be the max-
imum allowed by our way to motivate the subscales on the ele-
ment boundaries (see Fig. 1). It is observed that d0 ¼ 0:05 allows
for pressure oscillations, whereas no much difference is observed
for d0 ¼ 0:2 and d0 ¼ 0:5 (in fact, similar results are obtained for
any d0 greater than 0.1). Of course, results are more diffusive the
greater the value of d0 is.
5.2.2. Flow over a cylinder
In this example, we study the Stokes flow past a cylinder. The
computational domain is X ¼ ½0;16 
 ½0;8 n D, with the cylinder
D of diameter 2 and centered at (4,4). The velocity at x ¼ 0 is
prescribed at ð1;0Þ;whereas at y ¼ 0 and y ¼ 8; the y-velocity com-
ponent is prescribed to 0 and the x-component is left free. The out-
flow, where both the x- and y- component are free, is x ¼ 16.
Tractions are set to 0 on the outflow.
As in the previous example, little difference can be appreciated
between the solutions obtained with the P1=P1 pair with no sub-
scales on the boundaries and the P1=P0 element with subscales
on the boundaries (see Fig. 6).
Once again, the behavior of the solution in terms of d0 has been
checked. A comparison between the pressure in a cut along y ¼ 4 is
shown in Fig. 7 for d0 ¼ 0:05, 0.2 and 0.5. The same conclusions as
for the cavity flow example can be drawn in this case, namely,
d0 ¼ 0:05 allows for pressure oscillations which do not appear
using d0 ¼ 0:2 and d0 ¼ 0:5, the latter being more diffusive than
the former.6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have extended the two-scale approximation of
variational problems with an additional ingredient in the approxi-
mation of the subscales, which is an approximation for their values
on the interelement boundaries.
The key idea is to assume that the subscales are already com-
puted in the element interiors and to compute the boundary valuesby imposing the correct transmission conditions of the problem
under consideration. Three examples of how to undertake this pro-
cess have been presented, namely, the CDR equation, the Stokes
problem and Darcy’s equations.
In order to be as general as possible, examples of how to com-
pute the subscale on the element interiors have been proposed,
but not used, in the sense that our developments are applicable
to any approximation of these unknowns (provided they satisfy
some conditions on the algorithmic constants on which they de-
pend). In fact, we have proved stability estimates for the three
problems considered which are valid for any choice of subscales
in the interior of the elements. However, convergence analyses,
not presented here, require the expressions of these subscales.
For the case of the CDR equation, the new terms introduced by
accounting for the subscales on the interelement boundaries do
not contribute to stability. However, our analysis and the numeri-
cal example presented show that they do not spoil it, and also that
accuracy seems also to be unaffected. However, for the Stokes
problem and for Darcy flow the terms introduced by the subscales
on the boundaries are crucial to provide stability when discontin-
uous pressure interpolations are used. The stabilizing terms intro-
duced are shared with other formulations that can be found in
the literature. However, some non-standard terms also appear.
Again, our analysis, and the numerical examples in the case of
the Stokes problems, show that these terms do not harm stability.References
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